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 About her 
         

                    

KUTI  

She is a fine art photographer and artist. 

She takes pictures of things that awake her emotions and these pictures 
became the starting point of her creative process which she is not always 
aware of. It is a magical force that grows inside her and she never know 
which direction it will take and it is the results from an intimate 
relationship where she discover something else. 

She loves to create images that “speak” to people and invite them to find 
their own intimate way as well. 

Choosing the medium to print them out and experimenting with different 
materials and alternative techniques is also part of the process which gives 
her the satisfaction to give these images a new life, getting different 
contrast, textures, etc. 

She likes to work in the presentation of my art and enjoy working in both 
large and small formats. 

                 



About her work 

!  

CUBA 

She lived in Havana for 10 years, and her work was deeply influenced by the 
simplicity of the people, their daily life and the light of the city. She 
prints some of her works on steel. This material plays with the light, 
depending on the amount, direction and angles. She also likes to print on 
canvas, its texture provides a painting-like look to the photograph. 

MIAMI 

In 2008 she arrived in Miami where she was inspired by the colors and light, 
always on simple elements. This is when she noticed Miami Beach huts. She 
present this work mixing individual beach huts images, printed on paper and 
using other two medias, wood (bamboo) and resin, to make some joyful and simple 
beach huts compositions. 

For two years she have been working in a documentary project in Miami where 
she explored the world of spirituality through different religions with 
their expressions of devotion, passion and surrender. She prints this black 
and white artwork on fine art cotton paper. 

Some recent projects are about nature, simplicity, silence. She prints in 
different Japanese papers and sometimes I combine it with encaustic medium 
(mixture of bee wax and dammar resin). Sometimes she uses iron and wood. 

Her artwork has received the attention of private art collectors and art 
funds and has been published in magazines and were objects of radio and TV 
reports. She have exhibited her work in Madrid, La Habana, México, New York 
and Miami. 
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One time. Cuba 

With this exhibition, she showed her work for the first time to the public. 
  
The beautiful light in the fields of Cuba inspired her to make this project 
about calm landscapes and simple people outside the city. 

She prints this work on cotton paper. 
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Between streets.  

Living in La Habana for 10 years gave her the opportunity to get close to 
people in the streets and their daily life. Her work was deeply influenced by 
their simplicity.   

She presents a series of pictures about the urban landscape, where she 
captured strong and tender images at the same time. 

She prints this artwork on steel. This material plays with the light in a 
very beautiful way, depending on its amount, direction and angle. 





	

The Mount of the Flags 

In 2006, Fidel Castro ordered the construction of “The Mount of the Flags” in 
El Malecón de La Havana in front of the US Interests Section. Several very 
tall flag poles with 138 huge black flags, each center with a white star, one 
for each year since the proclamation of independence.  

The purpose was to block the visibility of the US Interests Section billboard 
and its electronic anti Castro messages and to memorialize Cuban victims of 
terrorism.  

She prints this artwork on cotton paper and aluminium. 
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Malecon 

There is no other place where you can feel the Havana soul more than in this 
seawall of 4 miles from Old Havana to Vedado. It is a meeting place for lovers, 
philosophers, poets, travellers, fishersmen, young people, families, 
musicians . .  a spot to read a book, drink a bear, catch up, dance, walk, begin 
new relationship, breaking up . . . full of roasted peanuts, flowers sellers, 
musicians with maracas, guitars and bongos . . . 

In these series of panoramics of El Malecón she transmits its amazing rythm 
of life. 



	



  

The Street 

Series of 4 panoramics in the shore of El Malecón where you can still find 
the noble houses scratched by the time. 

With this artwork, she transmits the rhythm full of life and always in 
constant movement of people from Havana. 

This artwork is printed on canvas and its texture provides a painting-like 
look to the photograph. Each photograph is part of a limited edition 



 



  

Miami Beach Huts 
She was inspired by the colors and simple shapes of Miami Beach huts as an 
evocation of simplicity. 

She created a mosaic series with these individual lifeguard huts. 

In this artwork, she mount each individual hut on wood and work them with 
resin to make some joyful, brilliant and simple compositions. Sometimes I she 
wax them to make a matte presentation.  

With these images, she also create a collection printed on marble.I work them 
in different formats. 





	

She created a series of 4 panoramics showing Miami Beach in a peaceful way, and 
at the same time colorful and bright. I print them on plexiglass. 

 She also create a panoramic with the 7 stiltsville that still exist    within the 
boundaries of Biscayne National Park. I print it on canvas 



	



	

Religion 

She explore the world of spirituality in Miami and its different expressions 
of devotion, passion and surrender. 

Through each picture, I express the supreme seeking of Soul Conection, Pain 
Relief and therefore the intimate human journey to Happiness.  

This artwork is printed on archival cotton paper.



	



	



				

Through Serenity 

Beauty, nature, simplicity, silence . . .   calm my mind and through this 
serenity I find a space between my thoughts where I connect with myself. 

In this artwork, I combine photography printed on different Japanese papers 
and encaustic medium (mixture of bee wax and damar resin) which sometimes 
makes the image blurry or translucent depending on the technique she use.   

Other times, she use wood and iron.	
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The tree collection 

With this tree collection, she transmit the beauty of simple shapes and 
colors.  

These trees have something poetic, and some of them transport me to the 
past. They bring me live feelings, freedom, strength and elegance. 

They are printed on different delicate and subtle Japanese papers and 
presented in handmade wood frames.  

She combine some of them with wax and wood. 

She work them in little and big formats. 





 

					 



 

  
The sea collection 

The ocean speaks to me about serenity, calmness, emotion, silence, life, magic, 
balance, peace, memories, delicateness, depth, poetry, growth, inside, 
inspiration, moments, feelings, satisfaction, spirituality, connection, 
meditation, breath, beauty. . .  

This collection of pictures are inspired in the sea, printed on archival 
cotton paper and presented on square format, in a handmade teka wooden 
frame. 



 



 

The stiltville collection 

This collection of houses built on stilts are located a mile offshore from the 
Cape Florida lighthouse on Key Biscayne. They were built in the 30s. In its 
glory days, there were 27 structures lined up on Biscayne Channel and some 
others nearby. . .  

Stiltsville started as a place with its own rules and to enjoy some time on 
the water: bait shops, Speakeasies, homes and gambling halls. 

Today, there are currently 7 stiltville houses in total within the boundaries 
of Biscayne National Park. Each one has a sponsor that keeps them in good 
condition. 

She print this collection of pictures on archival cotton paper and it is 
presented in square format, in a handmade teka wooden frame. 





						



Transparencies 

This artwork is printed on different Japanese papers and  parcially combine 
with encaustic medium transforming them in an almost translucent material. 

She present this work in plexiglass boxes using fishing lines making the 
image looks suspended in mid-air. 

She observe  through the light  the diferent textures of the papers  and  the 
whole artwork evokes poetry and delicacy.  

She print this collection of pictures on archival cotton paper and it is 
presented in square format, in a handmade teka wooden frame. 
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